
YEAR: 5
TERM: Spring 2
TOPIC: Dartmoor - Geography

Our aim is to provide a living Christian school
environment where we strive for each child to develop
a passion for learning and a sense of excitement in
their own achievement and that of others.

RE
INTENT

2.5 What do Christians believe
Jesus did to save people?

To outline the ‘big story’ of the
Bible, explaining how Incarnation
and Salvation fits within it and
what Christians mean when they
say that Jesus’ death was a
sacrifice.

Lesson 1-  Children will explore
what happened in Holy Week,
studying the Gospels and
identifying how Mark 14–15 offers
the most succinct account. Children
will use extracts (e.g. Last Supper,
Garden of Gethsemane, Judas’
betrayal and arrest, trial, Peter’s
denial, Pilate, crucifixion, death,
burial, resurrection), and decide
how they would portray this scene
in art, or do a freeze frame before
discussing
examples of artwork of these
scenes (see
jesus-story.net/index.htm) and see
what differences there are with
their ideas; talking about why the
artists
presented the way they did. Q.How
have they communicated the
events? Pupils to order the
extracts, talking  about their
responses: key moments,
feelings, surprises, puzzles? How
would they sum up the meaning of
the story?

Lesson 2 - Children will consider
who was responsible for Jesus’
death: e.g. the Romans, the crowd,
Pilate, the Jewish authorities, God,
Jesus himself. Remind pupils of the
wider context of the ‘big story’ Q.

SCIENCE
INTENT

To investigate and develop an
understanding of how light travels
in order to explain how we see,
what a shadow is and how it can be
changed and other natural
phenomena such as rainbows and
the spectrum of light.
Children will consolidate
investigative skills through
designing investigations and
reflecting critically on the results
like a scientist would.

Lesson 1 - How do we see? Concept
cartoons and initial assessment
using Headstart resource as POP
quiz..Learning about how light
travels and the pathway it takes
when it enters the eye. Keeping
eyes healthy - link to PSHE work in
Jigsaw

Lesson 2 - shadows - making
predictions about how changing
variables can affect the shadow.
Position of the light source? Angle
of the light source? Proximity of
the source to the object? Draw
ideas for variables from pupils.

Lesson 3 - A Midsummer Night’s
Dream - shadow puppet theatre
investigation - group planning.
Which material is the best for
making a shadow puppet? Plan
own investigation. Link to work in
English on theatre and the play.

Lesson 4- continue from last week.
Do the investigation and draw
conclusions.

Lesson 5 - The spectrum of light.
Investigating refraction of light

MUSIC
INTENT

To

IMPACT

PHSE

(Healthy Me)

INTENT
Children develop an understanding
of a ‘healthy lifestyle’ and gain
knowledge on how to make
appropriate choices in order to lead
a healthy lifestyle.

Lesson 1- Can I make an informed
decision about whether or not I
choose to smoke and know how
to resist pressure?

Lesson 2- Can I make an
informed decision about whether
or not I choose to drink alcohol
and know how to resist
pressure?

Lesson 3- Can I identify how to
stay calm in emergencies and
what process to follow?

Lesson 4- Can I reflect on my
own body image and know how
important it is that this is positive
and I accept and respect myself
for who I am?

Lesson 5- Can I understand
and respect my body- knowing
what the effect of eating
disorders can have on it?

Lesson 6- Can I motivate myself
to stay happy and healthy?

IMPACT

Children will have gained an
understanding into the role that
they play in their decision making
towards their overall health and

Computing
INTENT

SRG programmers will be able to
review existing coding knowledge
and begin to simplify code to create
a playable game. They will be able
to understand what a simulation is
and  program this by using 2Code.
They will know what
decomposition and abstraction are
in Computer Science and take a
real-life situation, decompose it
and think about the level of
abstraction. They will then use
decomposition to make a plan of a
real-life situation. They will
understand how to use friction in
code and begin to understand what
a function is and how functions
work in code, understanding what
different variable types are and
how they are used differently,
creating a string.

Simulating a Physical System
Children will plan an algorithm
modelling the sequence of traffic
lights, selecting the right images to
reflect the simulation they are
making. Children will use their plan
to program the simulation to work
in 2Code.

Decomposition and Abstraction
Children will make good attempts to
break down their task into smaller
achievable steps, recognising the
need to start coding at a basic level
of abstraction, removing
superfluous details from their
program that do not contribute to
the aim of the task

Friction and Functions
Children will create a program
which represents a physical system,



What difference does this make to
their ideas?

Lesson 3 -Children will explore the
mainstream Christian belief that
Jesus’s death was a sacrifice – a
price he paid to save people from
their sins and bring them back to
God and discuss how Christians
think of this in different ways, e.g.
people deserve punishment for
their sins but Jesus was punished in
the place of everyone – he was a
substitute; Jesus took everyone’s
sins as he died, lifting the burden
from the believer; Jesus’ example
guides the lost back to God.
Children will also discuss how
Christians might respond to the
idea that Jesus sacrificed his life for
their sake?  And reflect on how
Christians believe Jesus’ death was
not the end.

Lesson 4 - Children will discuss how
Christians remember Jesus’ death
and resurrection throughout the
year, particularly through the
celebration of communion/the
Lord’s Supper. They will research
about how different Christian
churches celebrate communion,
Discussing what symbols are, and
then explore the symbolism of the
bread and wine, linking with the
Passover celebration but also
connecting with sacrifice –
representing Jesus’ body and
blood.

Lesson 5 - Children to depict a
scene from the Easter Story to
design a stained-Glass Window.

Lesson 6 - RE WEEK -
Understanding Christianity
Planning/ Agreed Syllabus coverage

IMPACT
SRG RESearchers will be able to
make clear connections between
the Christian belief in Jesus’ death
as a sacrifice and how Christians

through hands-on investigation and
making careful observations..

IMPACT
Children will have a clear
understanding of how light
behaves and how it is crucial in
seeing the world around us.
CHildren will be more confident in
discussing their skills as scientists
and how they have been utilised at
different stages of the unit. Eg
observation, measuring, planning,
collaborating, analysing and
concluding.

feel better equipped to make
positive decisions in their future.

creating and use functions in their
code to make their programming
more efficient

Introducing Strings
Children can create and use strings
in programming setting/changing
variable values appropriately and
will know some ways that text
variables can be used in coding.

Week 6 - RE Week

IMPACT
SRG programmers will be able to
create more complex programs and
begin to understand that there are
ways to simplify code to make their
programming more efficient. They
will be able to recall and apply
previous coding knowledge in their
code. Children will understand what
simulations are and will be able to
formulate and program an
algorithm for an observed traffic
light sequence. Children will
understand the processes of
decomposition and abstraction and
can apply this knowledge when
planning algorithms for a program.
Children will be able to include
sequence, selection and repetition
into code as well as use functions to
make their programming more
efficient. Children will understand
what a physical system is and can
consider how they can program
objects to behave like they would in
‘real life’. Children will be able to
test and debug their program as
they go, using logical methods to
identify the approximate cause of
any bugs but might need support to
identify the specific line of code that
is causing the problem. Children will
understand how functions work and
that there are different variable
types, being able to explore how
they can be used.



celebrate Holy Communion/Lord’s
Supper, be able to show how
Christians put their beliefs into
practice indifferent ways and make
connections by weighing up the
value and impact of ideas of
sacrifice in their own lives and the
world today articulating their own
responses to the idea of sacrifice
and recognising different points of
view.



YEAR: 5
TERM: Spring Term 2

Our aim is to provide a living Christian school environment
where we strive for each child to develop a passion for
learning and a sense of excitement in their own achievement
and that of others.

Art/DT
INTENT

To have a working knowledge of
gears and gear trains mechanisms.

Understand what set design is and
learn how a set designer researches
prior to beginning to design.
Identify a purpose and established
criteria for a successful product.

Learn how gears and gear trains
work. Make a series of gear train
mechanisms.

Generate ideas for a set, considering
its purpose and the users.  Draw up

a specification for  their design.
Develop a clear idea of what  has to
be done, planning how  to use
materials, equipment  and
processes.

Explore, develop and communicate
design proposals by modelling
ideas. Suggest alternative methods
of  making, if the first attempts fail.
Measure, mark out, cut and  shape
a range of materials,  using
appropriate tools,  equipment and
techniques. Join and combine
materials  and components
accurately.

Evaluate their product against the
original design criteria - How well
does it meet its intended purpose?

IMPACT
Year 5 designers and engineers will
be able to create a gear train
mechanism.  Children will be able
to identify the features of gears
and gear trains and explain how
the mechanics work.  They will
design, build and evaluate a
product  fit for a given purpose.

PE
INTENT

To develop the skills learnt in
previous years into game and
competitive situations.

Lesson 1:
Can I compete in a tennis
tournament?

Lesson 2:
Can I complete a serve in tennis to
start a game?

Lesson 3:
Can I complete a volley shot in
tennis?

Lesson 4:
Can I complete a shot and return to
‘Ready Position?’

Lesson 5:
Can I compete in a doubles match?

Lesson 6:
Can I compete in a tennis
tournament?

IMPACT
Year 5 sports pupils will be able to
play a competitive tennis game
using the following skills: to play a
forehand and backhand tennis shot
in a match, be able to use an
overhead pop and push serve, to
be able to volley and use tactics in
gameplay for both singles and
doubles matches.

Geography
INTENT

To gain an understanding of the
geography of Dartmoor including:
size, location and key geographical
features. To implement the
relevant skills of  a geographer:
Investigation, reflection,
comparison and questioning.

Lesson 1-
POP test- Proof of progress test to
show baseline for children’s
knowledge.

LQ- Can I show my knowledge of
maps- whilst developing my
understanding and improving my
skills?

Lesson 2-
LQ- Can I identify the difference
between a natural and manmade
feature and be able to articulate
my understanding?

Lesson 3-
Can I understand the importance of
a ‘Legend’ on a map and be able to
identify key symbols?

Lesson 4-
Can I begin to navigate my way
around a map and read six-figure
grid references by noticing?

Lesson 5- POP review
LQ- Can I design my own map
including all of the recognised
features from Dartmoor?

IMPACT
Children will be equipped with a
basic understanding of map
reading; identifying key man made
and natural features in the process.
Children will have developed the

History

History was and is covered in topics
within Autumn 2 and Summer 1.

IMPACT

MfL
INTENT

To grow children’s confidence in
speaking French, gain a larger and
more diverse vocabulary and be
able to spell the 100 key words in
French.

Lesson 1- The French Spelling Bee
Introducing the French Spelling Bee
for Year 5/6 competition. To review
previous term’s learning.

Lesson 2 - Adverbs of time
/frequency
Aujourd'hui, maintenant, souvent,
quelquefois, a + (time on the clock)
Link this to pastimes and hobbies.

Lesson 3 - Asking questions
Ou est la baleine?
Que fait la coccinelle?
Est-ce que le canard tricote?
Qu’est-ce qu’il fait?
Ou va le lion?
Le chat, qu’est-ce qu’il va faire?

Lesson 4 - Conversational French
Speaking and listening - Review
basic conversational French
including - name, age, where they
live, their family and
pastimes/hobbies.

Lesson 5 - The French Spelling Bee
Assessing the French Spelling Bee
for Year 5/6 competition. To review
previous term’s learning.

IMPACT
Year 5 French speakers will have a
growing understanding of sentence
structure and conversational
French and a bigger vocabulary to
draw from.



skill of reading a six figure grid
reference- whilst developing their
love for geography- incorporating
the key skills of a geographer.


